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or lounge; the former is often a pé sujo, the
latter a “pé limpo”. A “boozer” is definitely a
pé sujo, and a gastropub (recently imported
from the UK) is definitely a pé limpo.

FROM THE EDITOR

Guest Editor

MICHAEL ROYSTER

The original conception of the Umbrella,
for those readers who are new to us, was
to have a fairly simple, straightforward
newsletter sent to the members of as many of
our community members as possible. Back
in those bygone days, there were lots more
societies than there are now, and they all had
their own monthly publications, always black
and white, no colours, no advertisements,
no feature articles, just news about what the
community organisations and their members
had done, were doing and would do.
This month the Guest Editor, after speaking
with several experts (including his own
buttons, as they say in Brazil) and in
obedience to the KISS rule (keep it simple,
stupid!) has decided to regress a bit. Hence
you will find a number of stories by or about
local things, the most local being the Rio+20
Conference which occurred last month.
The restaurant review this month, you
will note, contains several tongue in cheek

comments, which the Guest Editor has
allowed because if your tongue is not in
your cheek, how can you eat? Around Rio
has returned, with some interesting news. If
we are invited to be Guest Editor again, we
would like to continue some of these features,
and add others, perhaps a film critique.
The Guest Editor, whose favourite places to
imbibe and ingest are called “botecos” (or
“botequins”) knows that there are two types
of boteco. The original type is sometimes
called “pé sujo” because, to put it politely,
you may not feel comfortable if you go in
barefoot. Fairly recently, a new form of boteco
has arisen in Rio, called by some a “pé limpo”.
You won’t feel comfy going in barefoot, but
that’s for aesthetic, not hygienic reasons. One
suspects, but does not know, that the Bar do
Mineiro reviewed in this issue is closer to
being a “pé sujo” than a “pé limpo”.
To put this on a slightly different footing, all
botecos are places where both food and drink
are served, although the emphasis is often
more on the drink. And, they are typically
frequented by the same customers on a very
regular basis, because they’re friendly. That
makes them something reasonably akin to an
English pub, or an Italian osteria, a German
Kneipe, or a French bistrot.
In dichotomous America, sadly, bars are bars
and restaurants are restaurants, and rarely the
twain do meet, save during the three martini
lunch. A saloon is usually a bar, as is a tavern
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In Rio, there is a weekly column in O Globo
entitled “Pé Limpo” and recent editions
have carried reviews of two places the Guest
Editor frequents. One of these is a new
establishment in Flamengo called Leno’s
Gourmet, a restaurant by day and a bar by
night, with booths in which to sit, like an
American diner—but much better food than
diners customarily serve. The other is none
other than the Gringo Café in Ipanema,
which also has a bit of the feel of a diner, not
to mention the very American food offerings.
The Guest Editor will refrain from reviewing
either, and instead invites readers to send in
reviews or letters about their favourite “pé
sujo” or “pé limpo”.

Edward Byers, PhD/D.Eng. student at Newcastle University
and scion of a well-known Around Rio reporter, was here,
having won the trip from the Newcastle Institute for Research
on Sustainability/Northumbrian Water/Planet Earth Institute
(abbreviated NIReS, thankfully). He attended various
summits and was charged with blogging back to NIReS with
his views and experiences. To read the blog, go to <http://
sustainabilityncl.wordpress.com/category/the-student-view/>
On a sunny Sunday, Around Rio’s reporter, suitably chaperoned
by the NIReS blogger, trooped down to the Aterro and attended
a talk by Gerard Moss, MBE about the Rios Voadores (flying
rivers) project <www.riosvoadores.com.br>. This project
monitors the “flying rivers” caused by the huge amounts of
evaporation (including evapotranspiration) over the Amazon
and other Brazilian rivers.

Greenpeace ship.

Gérard Moss.

And, finally, the Guest Editor does know that
the London Olympic Games will take place
starting in July. He does not know whether
any of our community members have an
interesting connection, direct or indirect,
with those Games. If so, please let us know.

Escaping Rio, the Scots went
upmountain for the Quaich
but you’ll have to read their
report on page 07.

Michael R Royster
<mr.royster@uol.com.br>

Mary Aune.

Back on Sunday June 10th,
the congregation of Christ
Church Botafogo was ever so
pleased to help Mary Aune
celebrate 98 years of life! A
signal achievement, worthy
of a blessing by Rev. Canon
John Saunders, who ended
his two month stay as Locum
Tenens shortly after.
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Vik Muniz exhibition.

AroundRio

Jack Woodall has kindly invited me to take
over the editorial reins for this issue of
the Umbrella, presumably because I was
involved in the first editions of the Umbrella
some 17 years ago. I accepted because I was
confident I could count on the assistance of
numerous members of the English speaking
community, and of course the collaboration
of Marcia Fialho, who has done all the truly
heavy lifting for these past 17 years. My
confidence has turned out to be justified.

The Guest Editor will offer one specific
reason for the surge in “pé limpo” botecos
appearing in Rio: cachaça! Botecos selling
only ordinary cachaça, those big brand
names going for under R$10 per bottle, are
usually in the “pé sujo” category. Botecos
purveying artisanal cachaça, going for R$10
per shot, are definitely “pé limpo”. The rise in
the number of artisanal cachaças being sold
in the past decade has coincided exactly with
the rise in the number of “pé limpo” botecos.

Welcome back! We’re hoping you’ll enjoy a little bit about what
happened at Rio+20 and involved members of our English
speaking community, and we have the following.

This coming month of July
will see the long-awaited
arrival of Ben, Jo, Jack, Kate and Thomas Phillips, who fly
in from Carlisle on Friday the 13th. And no, in case you’re
wondering, we’re not superstitious.
The Phillips Family.

Reportage being participative journalism, our scout also
participated in artist Vik Muniz’s installation, adding to the
huge picture of Rio de Janeiro bay that was created using
recyclable garbage/rubbish/trash/whatever. As Sartre said, “il
faut plonger les mains dans….”
Mais hélas! Going on board the Greenpeace ship, Rainbow
Warrior, was impossible as the queue/line/whatever was
2 hours long! The oxymoronic nomenclature did not go
unnoticed by this column’s editor, however.
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CHRIST CHURCH

From the Wardens
Our big news is that Rev. Ben Phillips, his wife
Jo, their children Jack, Kate and Thomas, will
arrive in Rio on July 13th, and Ben will take
his first services on Sunday July 15th. He will
be formally installed in his post as Chaplain
of Christ Church by Bishop Filadelfo Oliveira,
at a communion service to be held Saturday,
July 21st, starting at 5pm. We expect a number
of diocesan clergy and laity to be present, and
light refreshments will be served thereafter.
All are most welcome.
The Rio+20 Conference happened last month,
and we were pleased to host a number of
Anglican clergy at our vicarage. These included
Dom Maurício, the Presiding Bishop of the
Province of Brazil, and Dom Francisco, the
Bishop of the Southwest Diocese of IEAB,
both of whom celebrated the Eucharist with us
on Sunday. Also present were members of the
Anglican Alliance, which seeks to bring together
development, relief and advocacy efforts within
the Anglican Communion. Why is the church
involved in this area? The answer appears below,
in the message of the Archbishop of Canterbury
for the Rio+20 Conference.

“What gift do we leave our
children?”
“The big question that faces Rio+20 is: what
kind of world do we want to leave to our
children? And that’s not just a question about
what kind of material environment we want to

leave - the answers to that, in a way, are quite
simple: we want a world that’s free of pollution,
a world where everyone has access to clean
water, a world where food supplies are secure,
a world where people have learned sustainable
methods of agriculture and development.
But just as importantly, it’s a question of what
kind of habits and what kind of lifestyle we
want to leave to our children – what sort of
skills we want to see them developing in living
sustainably in this world.
That means, as in so many areas, we have
to start small and we have to start local. Big
changes come because small changes happen.
And in the work I do, I have the privilege
of seeing quite a lot of small change going
on. Last year in Kenya I was able to see the
work done by the Anglican Church there in
developing the Umoja agricultural methods,
methods that lift people out of subsistence
agriculture to real sustainable production
of food for themselves, and training also in
nutritional information so that agricultural
development, food security, and healthcare
go together. There are many other such
local projects, and I have also been deeply
impressed by the way in which people locally
across the world have challenged and resisted
some of the depredations of the extractive
industry, in many areas one of the greatest
threats to a sustainable future.
Governments can, of course, and must, play

their part in all this. Governments need to
give fiscal incentives to green development.
They need to promote programmes that
encourage us all to reduce our waste. They
need to ‘green’ our economy, both at home
and worldwide. And we, all of us, not least the
faith communities, need to collaborate in that
and support governments in that vision.
But at root, the question remains the same:
what kind of world do we want to hand
on? Imagine that you have a child’s or a
grandchild’s birthday coming up. You want
to give them a present. You want to give
them something that will genuinely mean
something to them, that will enrich their
lives, that will be part of lasting growth and
well-being. And that’s what we’re challenged
to do here. It’s a challenge that I think will
resonate for absolutely everybody across the
world. Simply enough: what’s the gift we want
to give? The gift of a world that’s more free
from pollution, a world whose future is more
secure, a world where more people have access
to food and clean water and healthcare? Yes.
But also a world in which we’re transmitting
the wisdom of how to inhabit a world, how
to inhabit a limited environment with grace,
with freedom, with confidence.
All religious people see the world as a gift
from God. And all religious people are
therefore bound to ask: if that’s the gift we’ve
been given, how do we make it a gift to others,
to the next generation? How do we do justice
by our children and grandchildren? How do
we act fairly by them? Are we handing on a
gift, both material and spiritual, that really
will make them live well, live happily, so
that their future will be secure and they too
will have a gift to give to their children and
grandchildren in turn?”

Do you have a drinking problem?

AA meetings in English in Rio de Janeiro:
SUNDAYS - Copacabana: Av. N. S. de Copacabana, 435/1005 - 6 to 7 pm
TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS - Botafogo - Rua Real Grandeza 99 - 6 to 7 pm.
SATURDAYS - Ipanema - Rua Visconde de Pirajá 156 / 610 - 4 to 5 pm.
Any questions please call Serge - (21) 9974-8824 sergebdk@gmail.com
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF RIO DE
JANEIRO
2012 US ELECTIONS AND
YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE

BRITISH AND
COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY
R.I.P. - We are sad to say that over the
last weeks two of our BCS Members
have passed away:
+Barbara Betty Hobbs M. da Rocha she worked for many years faithfully in
the kitchen organizing the volunteers
who make jams, chutneys, pickles,
christmas puddings and cakes. She is
greatly missed!
+Kathleen Joyce Anderson - a staunch
supporter of Christ Church and the
WDA over many years. She left many
fond memories with those who knew
her.
BCS Yearbook - The Yearbook is in
the final stages before being printed
and we trust to be sending it to our
members sometime in July. We will let
members know as soon as we have a
final date.
Pat Merchant - We are pleased to
report that Pat Merchant, our former
Secretary in the 1990’s, is now
comfortably ensconced in the Chalé da
Vovó, thanks to the unstinting efforts
of the BCS Welfare Committee. She’s
feeling and looking much better than
formerly, as can be attested by Robert
Hartley who visited her recently. He
asked if she remembered the days she
was Secretary in the BCS Office and
prepared the Yearbook almost on her
own. She said, “Yes, it was a lot of
work”, so he replied that it still is, but
“We are to streamline it!”

Robert Hartley and Pat Merchant at Chalé da Vovó
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On Tuesday, November 6th of this year,
Americans will choose a president
to serve for the 2013-2017 term, as
well as 435 congresspersons to serve
two-year terms in the US House of
Representatives. Thirty-three of the 100
seats in the US Senate will also be up for
grabs.
US citizens residing abroad, age 18 and
over, have the RIGHT TO VOTE in all
federal elections (and quite a number
of individual states extend the voting
privilege to state and local elections).
Many will also be able to participate
in primary elections that choose the
candidates who will run for office under
a given party’s banner.
However, to participate, ALL citizens
are strongly encouraged to take action
NOW to 1) REGISTER to vote and 2)
REQUEST their absentee ballot.
The reason for this is the Military and
Overseas Voter Empowerment (MOVE)
Act of 2009. While MOVE streamlined
the registration/ballot request/voting
process, it also REQUIRES citizens
to REGISTER EVERY YEAR for an
election in their home state if they wish
to vote. For federal elections this means
overseas citizens should register in ALL
EVEN-NUMBERED YEARS, such as
2012.
In general, overseas citizens will register
in the county where they still maintain
a permanent address. If they no longer
have such an address, they can register
in the county in which they last resided
BEFORE moving abroad.
Local elections officials in the US
will send absentee ballots to overseas
civilians and members of the military 45
days prior to the date of the election – IF
they receive BALLOT REQUESTS prior
to that date. These requests are separate
and distinct from the voter registration
process!

Thus, it is essential for anyone wishing
to vote in the 2012 elections to send in
their Voter Registration Application/
Absentee Ballot Request RIGHT NOW.
Although certain dates and deadlines
can vary between states, taking action
now guarantees your right to have your
voice heard.
Registering to vote and requesting
an absentee ballot can all be done
AT THE SAME TIME. There are a
variety of ways to do this. One efficient
option is to visit the website of the
Overseas Vote Foundation <www.
overseasvotefoundation.org>. Another
option is to contact the Voting
Assistance Officer in the US Citizen
Services unit at the US Consulate in
Rio de Janeiro by calling 21-38232000 (weekdays from 2:00 to 3:00pm) or
sending an e-mail to voteriodejaneiro@
state.gov. Readers are also welcome
to contact the American Society
Rio’s voter registration/ballot access
specialist, Steve Spencer, at 21-86882617 or sspencer9@yahoo.com. He will
be happy to assist you and assure that
all aspects of the process are handled
promptly and accurately.

TIME AGAIN TO FLIP
FOR FLAPJACKS

Yep, it’s the irreplaceable, irrepressible,
irreproducible, irresistible American
Society Rio Pancake Breakfast! The
wildly popular event (it’s cuz of the
real maple syrup, you know) is coming
‘round again on Saturday, August 18th,
from 10:00 am to 1:00 pm, at Our
Lady of Mercy School (OLM) on Rua
Visconde de Caravelas, 48, in Botafogo.
It’s fun for the whole family made all
the more fun when you’re filling up on
our all-you-can-eat buffet featuring
the star attraction, that quintessentially
American breakfast food, those puffy
pillows of pan fried goodness known as
the batter cake, griddle cake, johnnycake
and flapjack – that we all know and
love as the PANCAKE!! There’ll also be
plenty of fruit and juice, coffee and milk.
And did we mention real maple syrup?
Our batter beaters and flipper flappers
are all lined up, ready to serve up
your order – all we need now is YOU!
Admission for paid-up member adults
(aged 13+) is R$10; non-member
adults, R$15. All kids (ages 6-12) pay
R$5 and kids under 6 are free. There’s
street parking nearby and ample space
inside the school for children to run
around and play while parents have their
breakfast fill and schmooze with their

friends or take the opportunity to make
new ones. Since we need to purchase
ingredients in advance, please let us
know you’ll be joining us by sending an
e-mail to events.amsoc@gmail.com.
This way, we’ll be sure to have enough
for everyone.

RIO INTERNATIONAL CLUB
(InC)
VACATION MONTH

H

This year, as in all past years, the InC has
reserved the month of July for the rest and
relaxation of its directors, coordinators,
collaborators and members. Therefore,
there will be NO new member meeting,
NO cafezinho, NO general meeting,
NO speaker series, NO happy hour, NO
cooking or sewing or outdoor or book or
other club events. As we used to tell our
children, when we say NO we mean NO.

bring doesn’t sell, you will have to take
it back home with you. So, don’t lug
25 heavy tomes down to the meeting,
because you will have to lug them back!
Books in any language are welcome;
most of our members read at least 2 or 3
languages, and would welcome a chance
to pick up good second hand (oops! We
mean “previously enjoyed”) books in
other languages. Suggested prices will be
R$2 for soft cover, R$5 for hard cover;
that doesn’t sound like much, perhaps,
but if during the next 6 months we sell a
lot of books (and why shouldn’t we?) we
can make a greater contribution to our
supported charities.

SAINT ANDREWS SOCIETY
(SAS)

Quaich Trophy Golf
Competition weekend,
REGULAR EVENTS
H Teresopolis Golf Club June
Will resume in August. In the meantime, 16 & 17
your Executive Board has come up with
a few things for you to think of while
catching your breath in July.

LOGO CONTEST

The InC is looking for a new logo
design, something to grace the head
of our stationery, notices, flyers, and
other publications. So, we invite all
InC members to submit their ideas and
designs to our communications director
Jolanda at: <communication@incrio.org.
br>. We haven’t decided what the prize
will be yet, other than fifteen minutes of
fame!

BOOK SALE

Every one of you who read this far has
some (or perhaps even many) books in
your home that you know you will never
read again, but that you feel other people
ought to read. Oftentimes, in order to
fit the books you just bought into your
bookshelf, you need to make room
somehow, meaning you squeeze them
in, or try front and back rows, or stack
them horizontally instead of vertically.
InC has a solution for you—bring your
old books to our next General Meeting,
to be held Friday the 31st of August! We
will set up a book table, and all those
who attend can browse and (of course)
purchase. The proceeds of sale will ALL
go to our general charity fund, thus
adding to the good we can do others.
Of course, there is a catch! We don’t have
any place to store the books that are not
sold, so we will insist that if what you

The weather was glorious, the golf course
was spectacular and the outcome was
very close between winner and runners
up. It all added up to another enjoyable
annual St.Andrew´s golf weekend at
Teresopolis. A lively group remained
in the clubhouse later in the evening
for a Thai curry buffet supper and to be
entertained with an impeccable display
of dancing from the Petropolis Highland
Dancers, after which everyone joined in
the traditional Scottish ceilidh with two
log fires blazing merrily away, to set the
tone. Colin Foulkes is the latest of a long
list of proud golfers whose names are
engraved for posterity on the eighty five
year old Quaich trophy. Other prizes,
donated by the Teresopolis Golf Club
were awarded for longest drive (ladies:
Stephanie Healey men: Joel Corrêa)
and nearest the pin (Eraldo Silva).
The Aberdeen Cup, donated to the
Teresopolis Golf Club by the St Andrew

Society, was won by Hiroji Fujimaki. At
the other end of the table, but nowhere
near to relegation, the wooden spoon
went to Adam Reid, who refused to leave
the field and played on bravely through
the pain.
Last year was the first time golfers
outside the society became eligible to
compete for the Quaich. In recognition
of their annual contribution towards
the Iain MacPhail band airline tickets,
members of the Macae Oilmen´s Golf
Association also now have the right to
win the Quaich. Last year we had a full
house at Teresopolis by combining the
SAS x MOGA challenge match with
the Quaich, however, this year having
already played against MOGA at Buzios,
the numbers at the Quaich were less
than we had hoped for. There will always
be those who can´t make it due to
work or holidays and it´s hard to avoid
clashing with other events. There was an
Oilmen´s event at Buzios the weekend
prior to this year´s Quaich. Nevertheless,
the numbers will be up again next year
when it´s our turn to host the annual
SAS x MOGA match at Teresopolis.
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Following generations of tradition,
the Quaich was filled to the brim with
good Scotch whisky and passed around
the tables by the 2012 winner, Colin
Foulkes. After a hectic round of country
dancing, ably led by Bade and Leticia in
the absence of Audrey Hieatt, presently
in the UK, the party came to an end
with Auld Lang Syne. Many thanks to
the Teresopolis Golf Club, Philip Healey,
golf captain and Robin Brown, Keeper of
the Quaich, for the organization.

2012 Caledonian Ball and
Macae Ceilidh

Watch this space next month for details
of the 2012 annual Caledonian Ball
in the Copacabana Palace Hotel on
October 6th and the Macae Ceilidh
on October 13th. There will be a fund

A happy gathering
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raising ceilidh for these events, with the
Iain MacPhail band, in the Cramond
Yacht Club, Edinburgh, on June 30th,
thanks to Anna and David Innes.

Join the St. Andrew Society

Whatever your persuasion, whether a
golfer, dancer, Scottish or not, you´re all
welcome to join the St. Andrew Society.
You´ll find us at the Paissandu Club,
Leblon, every Tuesday from eight, for a
meal, a drink and a drop of the old ceilidh
dancing. The annual subscription for
2012 can be deposited by down loading
a boleto from the SAS website at <www.
standrewrio.com.br>. For the third year
in succession, subscriptions remain the
same, at R$ 120 for family and R$ 90 for
single membership. We need a venue in
Barra for Scottish Country Dancing on
Saturdays. There are families with young
children out there who find it difficult to
come to Rio during the week.

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION (RBL)
Those of our readers that receive the
Royal British Legion magazine will have
seen the splendid photograph on the
cover of our Patron, Her Majesty The
Queen, called, in a phrase more familiar
to Americans, “Commander in Chief ”.
It reflects a specially commissioned
portrait by the RBL as a tribute to Her
Majesty’s Birthday, her Diamond Jubilee
and the 90 years since the Legion was
formed.
One of the comments frequently made
by reporters who covered the splendid
Jubilee celebrations in London at the
beginning of June was how much things
have changed in Britain and around the
world during her reign. And they have.
No longer do we hear of those brave
men and women who fought and having
fought cannot go on fighting, or suffer
later in life, stigmatised as mentally ill or
cowards. As time passes we learn much
more about how the body and mind
functions. We recognise Battle Stress,
or Post Traumatic Stress Disorder for
what it is and the RBL has been in the
forefront of public awareness campaigns
covering this issue and others that have
gained prominence through their efforts,
such as the veterans of the atom bomb
tests suffering from radiation sickness
and those who served in the first Gulf
War having what is known as Gulf War
Syndrome possibly linked to a cocktail
of drugs they were invited to take to
counter the threat of chemical and
biological warfare. Fortunately these
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advances in science continue today and
perhaps some of you will have seen the
splendid report from the US about the
capability to map the brain and visualise
in colour and real time how the brain
reacts to different stimuli. It has been
long recognised how effective art is in
relaxing and calming the mind (perhaps
not modern art or the works of Banksy
some might say). Even stroking a cat or
dog seems to have the same effect, but
now this technology is being applied
to veterans suffering from battle stress
disorders to find out how their mind is
working and what suits each individual
in terms of targeted treatment. Of course,
only in the early stage of development
and not for everyone today, but exciting
and worthwhile and, as supporters of the
RBL, we can all take pride in knowing
that quietly and behind the scenes
our contributions are promoting the
advances in science that can make a huge
difference to the brave men and women
that strive to preserve our way of life.
Outside of the services and related
charities there are other organisations
performing sterling work in dangerous
areas of the world that deserve our
support however little we can manage.
We must not forget the millions of
civilians who suffered catastrophic
personal tragedies in the Second World
War, in the conflicts since then and still
today in many parts of the world. In
many strife ridden areas the message of
hope just does not get through, and how
long before it does? Those poor souls are
merely left to get on with their lives as
best they can. Still a lot for us to do.

WOMEN´S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION

Barbara Hobbs

This month we open our write-up on
a very sad note. On Friday 1st of June,
the WDA team lost one of its dearest

and most dedicated members, Barbara
Hobbs. For many years now Barbara
had been in charge of making all the
products produced by the kitchen team
– the jams, chutneys and of course all the
Christmas goodies. All made according
to English recipes. She has left a fully
trained team to carry on the good work
but we shall all miss her very much.
JUMBLE SALE – Wednesday 4th July,
Jubilee Hall, Christ Church, Rua Real
Grandeza 99, Botafogo – from 10 am.
until noon.
At the time of writing this article for the
July edition of The Umbrella, we are but
a few weeks away from the 4th of July.
We are very grateful to those of you
who have kindly responded to our SOS
appeals for donations and are pleased to
say that a lot of the empty spaces in our
storing cupboards are gradually filling
up.
If you are holding on to any items that
you still intend to donate to the WDA
for this year´s event, please send them
to us - they will be most welcome. Just
for the record, we receive contributions
for the Jumble Sale all the year round.
Deliveries can be made any day during
the week to Karen, secretary, Christ
Church, telephone 2226-7332 or to the
BCS secretary, Gaynor, telephone 25376695, between 8.30am. and 4.30 pm.
Please remember that between 2 pm.
and 3.30 pm. when the school finishes,
cars are not allowed into the grounds.
Marmalades, Pickles and Chutneys
can be bought any day during the week
within office hours and especially on
Tuesday mornings when the WDA
ladies are present. We have a supply of
lemon curd available – it is kept in the
refrigerator and is not on view in the
kitchen. A substantial amount of the
funds donated to the different charities
at the end of each year, comes from the
sale of these products. Please let your
friends and neighbours know they are
available.
Empty Jars: Many of our readers
automatically return their empty marmalade, pickles and chutney jars for
re-use, which is much appreciated. If
you have any of these empty jars lying
around the kitchen, please send them to
us together with the metal tops. Many
thanks.
We look forward to informing you the
results of the Jumble Sale in the next
issue of The Umbrella.

In Memoriam

Kathleen Joyce Anderson (1925-2012)

It is with great sadness that we report the death of Kathleen Joyce Anderson on Thursday 14th June.
Kathleen was born in Recife on November 19th, 1925, the youngest of three daughters, to Harold Beresford “Pat” and Doreen Cooper. Pat
Cooper born in Rio de Janeiro, worked for the Standard Oil Company in the Northeast of Brasil. Doreen was from the large Waddell clan of
Niteroi. Kathleen was educated first in Recife, and then in Rio, but eventually followed her sisters to school in England (Kent) until the start
of the Second World War.
Back in Rio, she worked in the Codes Department of the Royal Naval Office throughout the war, and it was there she met David Anderson,
whom she later married in 1947. By then, David was working for the shipping company Moore McCormack and to her great delight they
were transferred back to Recife. Her son John was born there in 1954, and in 1959 her daughter Jane was born in Lisbon, where David had
been transferred. The family moved back to Rio in the mid-sixties, where they stayed save for a brief stint in the mid eighties, when they
lived in Kingston, just outside London.
Wherever Kathleen was based she became actively involved in the community. She was an enthusiastic supporter of the Anglican Church
and was always active in the WDA and other community institutions. She enjoyed playing bridge with her little group of ladies at the Paissandu and playing golf at the Itanhangá Golf Club. Then in the mid-seventies she took an interest in yoga and after a few years became a yoga
teacher. She taught and helped many people at a yoga academy until it closed in the nineties.
At 86 years of age, Kathleen had lived a very full and eventful life. She had a wonderful sense of humour, many close friends spread around
the globe and an inquisitive mind. She loved travelling and fortunately had the opportunity to visit several interesting and different places.
She left imprints on many hearts and will be greatly missed. May she rest in peace.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
It seems that Fernando Zyllerberg, the Argentinian hockey player, caused
quite a stir when he made a video in the Falklands with the slogan that ‘to
compete on English soil, we are training on Argentine soil’ (Umbrella June
2012). Although it was seen as a joke in bad taste by many in the UK, we
should remember that Argentina has laid claim to the Islands since they
gained Independence from Spain in the 1820’s. So, to 99% of Argentinians,
the Malvinas are as much a part of their sovereign nation as the Isle of
Wight is to England.
A strong argument in favour of England (though hotly contested by
Argentina) is ‘that we got there first’! The first known landing was by
British Naval Captain John Strong in 1690. In 1764 the French established
a settlement, Port Louis on East Falklands which they handed over to the
Spanish in 1767. Meanwhile the British established a permanent garrison in
1765 at Port Egmont on West Falklands but by 1774 the Admiralty needed
all their ships and men to enforce a blockade on a restless colony in North
America, and also to prepare for yet another war with France. Budgets
were tight and it was decided to withdraw from the Falklands although
Argentina insists that the British Crown actually struck a secret deal with
Spain who would thereafter exercise jurisdiction and control over the
whole archipelago.
There appears to be no documentation confirming the ‘secret deal’ but
one thing for sure is that the withdrawal from the Falklands was the
responsibility of my 4x great Grandfather, Samuel Wittewronge Clayton
R.N. who commanded the garrison at Port Egmont from February 1773
until May 1774.
In the words of his Surgeon’s Mate who wrote a fascinating account of their
nearly 2 years away from England: ‘we took a formal leave of the islands,
the seamen being ranged in order, and the marines drawn up under arms
while the following inscription, engraved on a piece of lead, was affixed to
the door of the blockhouse:
“BE IT KNOWN TO ALL NATIONS, THAT FALKLAND’S ISLAND,
WITH THIS FORT, THE STOREHOUSES, WHARFS, HARBOURS,
BAYS, AND CREEKS THEREUNTO BELONGING, ARE THE
SOLE RIGHT AND PROPERTY OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY
GEORGE THE THIRD, KING OF BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND IRELAND,
DEFENDER OFTHE FAITH, &. IN WITNESS WHEREOF THIS PLATE

IS SET UP, AND HISBRITANNIC MAJESTY’S COLOURS LEFT FLYING
AS A MARK OF POSSESSION BYS.W. CLAYTON, COMMANDING
OFFICER AT FALKLAND’S ISLAND, A.D.1774”
The Union Jack being then hoisted, the people gave three cheers, and we
immediately embarked with the utmost order and satisfaction, waiting
only for a fair wind to proceed on our voyage.’
Thus the British withdrew from the Islands only to return in 1833 since
which time the islands have been continuously and effectively inhabited
and administered by Britain. Meanwhile the Spanish settlement on East
Falkland was withdrawn in 1811 leaving the islands without inhabitants or
any form of government.
If Captain Samuel Clayton were alive today he would probably wonder
what all the fuss has been about. For in the closing sentence of his report
to the Admiralty he wrote: “These are all the remarks I made while I
commanded on that barren, dreary, desolate, boggy, rocky spot in 1773
and 1774”.
Sincerely,
Simon Clayton

Elizabeth MacGregor
Coloured Gems from Brazil
• F.G.A (Fellow of the Gemmological Association of Great Britain)
• English Native speaker – Expat since 1975
• We are selling our collection of top-quality Brazilian gemstones.
• We oﬀer organized trips to Minas Gerais to the mines and
Gem dealers selling mineral specimens.
• And we can visit you in the comfort and security of your home.
• Member of the British Commonwealth Society.
Please contact us at:
Elizabeth Mac Gregor: lizimac@yahoo.com.br
Tels: 21 2644-6017/ 21 8021-3738/
21 8021 3736/ 21 7333-7000
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Bar do Mineiro

THEATRE

“O MÁGICO DE OZ” (THE WIZARD
EWA PROCTER
OF OZ)

Rua N. Sra. das Gracas, Barra do Imbui,
Teresopolis.

Restaurant Review

Bar do Mineiro is situated in the village of Barra do Imbui
on the outskirts of Teresopolis. It is close to a bridge over the
Rio Paquequer which has picked up a fair amount of effluent
on its meander through the town. The ambience is lively
and the furniture is plastic (two thirds red / one third bright
yellow) with an interesting “Skol” motif. The wall of the bar
is lined with a large selection of cachaças, the names of which
are a complete mystery to me and, I suspect, many others.
There are also some very dubious cognacs and a couple of
scotches which have never been north of the border.

If you enjoy living through a world of
fantasy – even if only for one hundred and
fifty minutes with a fifteen minute interval
– “O Mágico de Oz” presently playing at
the Teatro João Caetano fits the bill!
Fantasy is the key word of what the
audience watches. Otherwise, one would
find it impossible to believe the characters
displayed in this musical. Starting with
Dorothy: after a tornado, this young girl is
no longer at her home on a Kansas farm.
Together with her beloved dog she is
now trying to reach the magical world of
Oz through the Yellow Brick Road. Her
adventures and some of the characters
she meets along the way – The Scarecrow,
The Cowardly Lion and The Tin Man are all part of a fantasy that displays the
impossible, something that feels rather like
a dream: because the people she knows at
home also appear during her voyage to Oz,
although in different environments, and as
different characters. At the end, Dorothy’s
return home after her adventures shows she
acquired some maturity during the time
she was away. I quote John Howard Payne
(1791-1852) when he said: “Mid pleasures
and palaces though we may roam, be it ever
so humble, there’s no place like home”.

Weekend entertainment is advertised on the ubiquitous
chalk board; normally Forró on Sunday, starting at 14.00 and
accompanied by the dish of the day, ‘pé de porco’. During the
week entertainment is on the TV; usually an endless reel
of male sertanejo duos singing ballads which all sound the
same, in huge stadia somewhere in the interior of São Paulo
or Minas Gerais (unless there’s a football match on).
Your hostess Nilza is, like the portions she serves, ample.
Our normal fare includes sliced lombinho with aipim, carne
assada with a batata garnish and chouriço, which is black
pudding to those of us from the north of England. Green
vegetables are, thankfully scarce, though a tray of jiló can
sometimes be seen lurking in the far reaches of the warm
glass cabinet. We find a couple of sliced pãozinhos is sufficient
as guarnições. The more adventurous in our party tried
the lingua on one occasion. It was acceptable but cut into
pedacinhos which were rather too small to allow for a full
appreciation of the texture when biting into a tongue. Other
dishes on offer include joelho and costelinha de porco, gurjões
de peixe and dobradinha. Availability is not guaranteed as
the proprietor is at the mercy of the purveyors of high class
produce. However, we have never had a problem in finding
sufficient choice to satisfy.
We have never ventured as far as asking for wine, preferring
to order the locally brewed Lokal beer which, at R$ 3,00 a
bottle (600ml), is competitively priced.

Written by L. Frank Baum, with music by
Harold Arlen and lyrics by E.Y. Harburg,
“The Wizard of Oz” is an unusual story
due to the different elements that are a
part of it. Thus, it has a different appeal for
both adults and young people. However, I
believe that different generations will find
a little special something for every one in
this show.

Our party normally leaves well satiated in both food and
drink and we believe it is not humanly possible to consume
enough to be charged more than R$ 25 per head.
Bon appetit.
Alan Smith (Physics teacher, retired and now living in
Teresopolis. Alan appreciates his food and pork in particular.
His claim to fame is to have eaten every single part of a pig.
On several occasions).

Obviously, most of you will remember – even
if you did not have the occasion of watching
the film produced in 1939 – that “The Wizard
of Oz” launched Judy Garland on her cinema
career. However, what you may not know
is that John Kane adapted this story to be
performed live by the Royal Shakespeare
Company that produced it in 1980 in
England with a huge success. This was also
the first authorized adaptation that reached
the stage. This authorization was given by the
authors and composers whose work was part
of the film. And it is also the most faithful
transcription of the film itself with all the
songs used in the movie, including the ones
that had been cut in the final version. “O
Mágico de Oz” is the Brazilian production of
this successful musical.
Once again Charles Möeller and Cláudio
Botelho lend their talent and are responsible
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for this show. While Möeller directed it,
Botelho was responsible for the Brazilian
version plus the musical supervision.
Other highlights of this show are the
choreography by Alonso Barros where
twenty-four male and female dancers
change parts and costumes for the different
settings and never miss a single step; and
the musical direction by Marcelo Castro also the conductor - and who has fifteen
musicians working with him, playing live
all the songs.
I also must say the special effects are really
something very interesting to watch, but it
would be both too lengthy and too difficult
to describe them all; they are all part of the
fantasy that “O Mágico de Oz” brings to the
audience.
As to the cast, besides the musicians, there
are thirty-five people on stage. However,
Maria Clara Gueiros as the Wicked
Witch of the West is really outstanding
closely followed by Lúcio Mauro Filho
(The Cowardly Lion), Pierre Baitelli (The
Scarecrow) and Nicola Lama (The Tin
Man), as the three characters Dorothy
meets on her voyage. I also wish to make
a special mention to Luiz Carlos Mieli,
basically a showman who is making his
debut in theatre itself, and playing two
roles. And naturally, there is our Brazilian
Dorothy, Malu Rodrigues, a young singer
with a lovely voice who, at the age of
eighteen, is already a veteran in musicals.
And surprise, surprise… Dorothy’s dog is
live, not some kind of toy, and besides that
he plays well his part. Although I cannot
tell you which one of the three dogs whose
names appear on the cast list was on stage
the night I went to see the performance!

The Teatro João Caetano is located on
Praça Tiradentes, in downtown Rio de
Janeiro. There is a large paid parking two
blocks away from the theatre. Although the
Carioca Metro station is not too far, you
may prefer to leave your car in the garage,
and go to the theatre and return home by
taxi. There are plenty of those available at
the exit door once the play finishes.
“O Mágico de Oz” plays Fridays at 08:00
P.M., Saturdays at 04:00 P.M. and 08:00
P.M., and Sundays at 03:00 P.M. Prices
range from R$ 50,00 (fifty Reais) to
R$ 90,00 (ninety Reais) on Fridays; on
Saturdays and Sundays the prices go from
R$ 70,00 (seventy Reais) to R$ 110,00 (one
hundred and ten Reais). There is a 50%
(fifty percent) discount for students and
senior citizens. And the good thing is that
you can take young people to watch it, as the
performances over the week-ends are early,
and the censorship says that it is FREE!
Free for the young to go and see it, not free
tickets: please do not misunderstand my
information! “O Mágico de Oz” opened on
the 8th of June, and it is scheduled to run
until the 7th of October.
I also want to add some news on “Cabaret”,
a musical I reviewed last month. If you did
not see it, you still have a chance. Due to
its huge success, there will be a short run
of “Cabaret”, at the same Teatro Oi Casa
Grande where it was presented before – but
only from the 5th to the 22nd of July!

[Ewa Procter is a playwright and theatre
translator, and a Board Member of the
Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga]

JULY

SAS Scottish and Ceilidh Dancing every Tuesday at Paissandu Club 8pm
04 WDA Jumble Sale
21 Christ Church - Installation of
Rev. Ben Phillips as Chaplain

AUGUST

Calendar

SAS Scottish and Ceilidh Dancing every Tuesday at Paissandu Club 8pm
14 InC Speaker Series
16 InC Cafezinho
18 AmSoc Pancake Breakfast
27 SCM Choir August Concert
31 InC General Meeting

SERVICES
Analytical or Short-Term PSYCHOTHERAPY - VIVIANE RICHARDSON.
experience with expatriated and cross-cultural issues. Lived
many years overseas: Canada, Singapore, UK and USA. BrazilianBritish CLINICAL Psychologist (license:crP-05.33022). MAster OF
arts, Aberdeen University, UK. master of LINGUISTICS • bilingualism, PUC-Rio. appointment by phone (21) 9966.9494
or e-mail: vivianerichardson@gmail.com
General Practitioner/Family Physician - Juliana Korth, MD
Large experience with expat families. Fluent in english/spanish.
App. in english by phone (21) 9572-6949 or SEND AN e-mail TO
drajuliana@julianakorth.com.br • Office at Le Monde • Barra da
Tijuca • Phone (21) 3449-8029/8077 • www.julianakorth.com.br
Expat Psychology RJ - Dr. Niamh Whiriskey registered Clinical
Psychologist providing psychological services to the Englishspeaking community of Rio. Appointment by phone (21) 2832700 or
e-mail: info@expatpsychologyrj.com
www.expatpsychologyrj.com

SEPTEMBER

SAS Scottish and Ceilidh Dancing every Tuesday at Paissandu Club 8pm
18 AmSoc/InC joint Speaker Series
20 InC Cafezinho
28 InC General Meeting

OCTOBER

06 SAS Caledonian Ball
13 SAS Macaé Ceilidh
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Classified ads

URGENT: WANTED UMBRELLA EDITOR
Jack Woodall is resigning, he will be
traveling too much in future to be
able to keep up. A new editor is
needed URGENTLY for The Umbrella,
preferably a BCS member. Apply to the
BCS office, 2537-6695
<bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br>

DEADLINE
for the August issue is
Monday, 23rd July

